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A method is presented for solutions of a class of boundary value problems
corresponding to problems of a layered composite with a notch, or in particular, a
crack. In this paper the method is applied to problems reducible to Poisson's
partial differential equation, namely heat conduction, mass diffusion in solid
bodies, consolidation, and antiplane fracture mechanics. The examples which we
discuss in this paper refer to problems of heat conduction in solids. Such problems
have a direct physical explanation. It is a matter of replacing the coefficients of
thermal conductivity l by the shear moduli m to obtain antiplane problems ofi i
fracture mechanics. We apply the Fourier and Mellin transforms technique for
generalized functions and reduce the problem to solving a singular integral
equation with fixed singularities on the semi-axis. The method is a generalization
of the classical approach on the cases when we deal with distributions. Q 1997
Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
w xIn a recent paper 4 we have shown a method of solution of the
boundary value problems for infinite composite regions presented as a
composition of wedges with a common tip, and layers. Such regions model
a composite, in particular an elastic one. Certain conclusions were drawn
referring to the problems of fracture mechanics of layered composites. The
method consisted in the application of the Fourier and Mellin integral
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transforms in corresponding regions and in the consistency condition of
the transforms along the common boundaries of the regions. It was
essential to make use of the fact that the composition of sine or cosine
Fourier and Mellin transforms can be represented as a product of the
Mellin transform with a modified argument by a function of the argument.
We have managed to reduce the problem to singular integral equations
w xwith fixed singularities, on the semi-axis. In 4 the existence and unique-
ness of the solutions has been proved, the asymptotics have been obtained,
and numerical methods determining the solutions have been derived and
proved.
However, making use of Fourier and Mellin integral transforms we
considered only the classical transforms in corresponding functional spaces
w x6 . This has imposed the limitations on the class of investigated problems.
Within the frames of that approach it was not possible to solve directly the
problems, the solutions of which do not decrease at the infinity, or for the
problems with the tractions prescribed in the form, e.g., of the Dirac d
distribution or others alike. The first of the mentioned problems must be
solved departing from the limiting problems by means of asymptotic
w xmethods for boundary value problems in thin regions 5 . The second one
allows modelling the processes with point sources, which is important in
applications.
w xTaking this into account we generalize here the method 4 on the
transforms of the generalized functions. It is a known fact that any integral
transform can be discussed within the frames of various classes of basic
functions, by means of which a particular theory can be constructed. In
 .this case we have chosen the spaces of basic fundamental functions in
such a way that first, the spaces of the corresponding integral transforms
are consistent with the spaces of the generalized function; second, the
Fourier transforms of the required distributions agree along a common
boundary with the Mellin transforms of the distributions from the wedge
region; and third, the transforms arising during the composition are
defined automatically. To this purpose, in the case of Fourier transforms,
w xwe shall follow the approach of Schwartz 7 making use of the space of
test functions of rapid descent. In the case of the Mellin transform we
w x w xprefer to use the sequential approach 1 and follow Zemanian 10, 11 .
w xCertain facts, and definitions 1, 2, 7, 10 , necessary for understanding the
derivations are listed in the Appendix. The fundamental Lemma, proved in
the Appendix, asserts the consistency of the images and inverse images of
the Fourier and Mellin transforms for the considered classes of general-
w xized functions. In the monograph 9 the theory of Mellin transforms is
discussed for a wider class of generalized functions, as compared with
those in Zemanian's monograph, and makes it possible to apply it to the
linear equations with varying coefficients.
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2. STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM
w xSimilarly as in 4 we consider the boundary value problem for function
 .  < .u x , x , satisfying in each of the regions V u s u , Poisson's equa-V1 2 j j j
tion,
i m Du s yW , x , x g V , 1 .  .  .j j j i 2 j
where the m denote the material constants for each of the regions V ,j j
respectively, defined as
V s x , x : x g R, x g y , y , where j s 1, 2, . . . , n q 1, .  . 4j 1 2 1 2 jy1 j
j
y s 0, y s h , j s 1, 2, . . . , n , y s `, 2 .0 i k nq1
ks1
p p
"V s r , u : r g R , " u q g f , . .0 q 0 5 /  /2 2
 w x.Here h denotes the width of the k th layer see Fig. 1, taken from 4 .k
Along the boundaries of the contact lines Gj
G s x , x : x g R, x s y , for j s 1, 2, . . . , n , 3 .  . 4j 1 2 1 2 j
the following boundary conditions are satisfied
<w x¡ u y u s t ,Gj jq1 jq1j
~ ­ u ­ uii 4 .  .jq1 j
m y m s yq ,jq1 j jq1¢ ­ x ­ x2 2 Gj
while on the boundary of the angular notch G#"
p
"G#s r , u : r g R , " u q s f , 5 .  .q 0 5 /2
one of the following two conditions has been prescribed
"< " "iiia u s t , . G#0 0
or 6 .
"­ u0 "iiib m s yq . . 0 0"­u G#
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In this way we have arrived at the two problems, namely, Problem I}Eqs.
 .  .  .  .  .  .i , ii , iiia ; and Problem II}Eqs. i , ii , iiib . In turn each of these two
problems can be split by making use of the property of symmetry, or
skew-symmetry with respect to the 0 x axis of the region V. Thus we have2
 .  .skew-symmetrical problems denoted by I, 1 and II, 1 , and symmetrical,
 .  .  .  .  .I, 2 and II, 2 , respectively see Fig. 1 . Equations 1 ] 6 for each of the
problems have to be supplemented by the conditions at zero and at infinity
for the required functions. We shall be looking for the solutions of the
problems increasing in the neighbourhood of the infinity not faster than
ln r and tending to zero at zero. We assume that all known generalized
functions entering the differential equation and the boundary conditions
 .  .1 ] 6 exhibit better behaviour than the required solutions. Therefore the
asymptotics of the solutions will be determined by the internal properties
of the problems.
Let
W g SX R, DX y , y , j s 1, 2, . . . , n q 1, 7 .  . .j jy1 j
p
X XW g M 1, 2 R , D y q f , 0 8 .  .0 q 0 / /2
t ", t g M X y1, 0 , q", q g M X 0, 1 , 9 .  .  .0 1 < 0 1 <R Rq q
t , q g SX , j s 1, 2, . . . , n q 1. 10 .j j
FIG. 1. Regions in the layered solids under consideration.
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 .  .  .We shall be looking for the solutions of the problems I, 1 , II, 1 , I, 2 ,
 . U Uand II, 2 in the class of functions LY such that u g LY provided
p¡ X ` qu g M yv , 0 R , L y q f , 0 , r , u g V , .  .q 0 0 / /2~ 111, a , b `  .u g H R, L y , y , x , x g V , .  . .l jy1 j 1 2 j
l y¢u r , u s y1 u r , yu , x , x g V , .  .  .  .1 2 0
  .for certain a ) 1, b - 1 q v. Here v ) 0 is a constant defined in 51 of
w x.  .  .4 for each of the Problems i, l i s I, II; l s 1, 2 . The definitions of
X . X X . 1, a , bthe spaces of generalized function D I , S , M a, b , H are given inl
 . .the Appendix. By Y a , b , X we understand, as usual, the space of
 .  w x.distributions Y on the segment a , b with the values in space X see 9 .
The assumption that the required solution tends to zero at the tip of the
 .notch is essential, however, not confining. In fact for Problems I, 1 and
 .II, 1 odd with respect to x it is satisfied automatically. In the case of1
 .  .Problem I, 2 , with conditions 9 taken into account, it is satisfied by the
 .continuity of the solution. The solution of Problem II, 2 is determined to
 .within an arbitrary constant, therefore the choice of the space 11 deter-
mines the uniqueness of the solution.
3. SOLUTION TO THE PROBLEM
Applying in the corresponding regions the Fourier and Mellin integral
transforms of the generalized functions and taking into account the
 .summability of functions u l, x with respect to l we obtainj 2
 j.  j.< < < <u l, x s C exp l x q C exp y l x .  .  .j 2 1 2 2 2
x1 2
< <q W l, j sinh l j y x dj , .  .H j 2< <m l yj jy1
u s, u s A s cos u s q B s sin u s .  .  .Ä0
12 .
1 u Äq W s q 2, f sin s f y u df . .  .H 0m s 00
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 .  .  . w xThe form of solutions 12 is precisely the same as 14 and 15 in 4 ;
here, however, u and u belong to wider classes of spaces, namelyÄj 0
1, a , b `u l, x g L R, L y , y , .  . .j 2 l jy1 j
j s 1, 2, . . . , n q 1, a ) 1, b - 1 q v , 13 .
p
`u s, u g P yv , 0 R, L y q f , 0 . 14 .  .  .Ä0 0 / /2
 .The conditions along the lines G j s 1, 2, . . . , n together with the condi-j
tion that the solution at infinity does not increase for x ª ` faster than2
ln r, take the form
C 1. l s H l C 1. l q F l , 15 .  .  .  .  .1 n 2
 jq1.  j.C C1 1s P q f . 16 .j j jq1.  j.C C2 2
 . Here again it is essential to make use of the summability of u l, x andj 2
 j. .. w xconsequently of functions C l . Thus all the results in 4 referring tom
integral Fourier transforms can be carried over without any change. In this
connection
C 1. g L1, a , b , a ) 1, b - 1 q v , 17 .2 l
C 1. , F g L1, a , b
U
, a ) 1, b U g R. 18 .1 l
1. 1, a , b U  .The second assertion that C g L results from 17 and from the1 l
 .  .  w xbehaviour of functions H l and F l in 4 the reader can find then
.definitions of matrix functions P and column f . Verifying directly, byj j
 .  .  .mathematical induction, we find that 13 results from 17 , and 16 for
any j s 1, 2, . . . , n q 1.
 .Applying the Mellin integral transforms to the boundary conditions iiia
 .   .  . w x.and iiib we obtain formulae 32 and 33 in 4
p p
A s cos y f s y B s sin y f s .  .0 0 /  /2 2
' Q s .1
1 pf ypr20 ÄÄs t s y W s q 2, f sin f q y f s df , 19 .  .  .H0 0 0 /m s 200
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p p
A s sin y f s q B s cos y f s .  .0 0 /  /2 2
' Q s .2
1 pf ypr20 Äs y q sq1 q W sq2, f cos f q yf s df . .  .Ä H0 0 0 /m s 200
20 .
Both the Fourier and Mellin transforms are here defined in the distribu-
w xtional spaces, in the usual way as developed in 7, 8, 10 . The images of the
transforms are made consistent along the boundary G . The first of the0
 .conditions in 4 can be rewritten as
­ u ­ u0 1 Xr s x q x t x . 21 .  .1 1 1 1­ r ­ xus0 1 x s02
It differs from the initial conditions by an additive constant. However, if
we take into account the required class of solutions we shall obtain the full
equivalence. In fact for the solutions odd with respect to x it is evident.1
For even solutions the constant vanishes due to the condition at zero. Let
 .w g S then 21 assumes the forml
­ u ­ u0 1X :r , w y rt r , w s x , w , 22 .  .R1 1q ;  ;­ r ­ xus0 R 1 x s0q R2 q
 . X X . X   .  .where r ­ u r­ r , rt g M yv, 0 while ­ u r­ x g S see 10 , 11 ,0 1 1 1 3yl
.  .and the Appendix . The left-hand side of 22 , by the Lemma in the
Appendix, can be transformed to the form
1 ­ ui`qs 01 XM r y rt r s w s y 1 ds .  .  .ÃH 12p i ­ r us0yi`qs1
­ u0 Xs r y rt r , w 23 .  .1 ;­ r us0 Rq
 .  .for s g yv, 0 . The right-hand side of 22 can be rewritten as1
­ u ­ u ­ u1 1 1 y1x , w s , x w s , F x w . .1 1 1 ;  ;  ;­ x ­ x ­ x1 1 1x s0 x s0 x s0R R R2 2 2q q q
24 .
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Taking into account the properties of the Fourier and Mellin transforms,
 .  .and 12 we arrive at the equation, for s g yv, 0 ,1
1 i`qs1 Äys A s y t s w s y 1 ds .  .  .  .ÃH 12p i yi`qs1
1. 1. y1s y i l C q C , F xw . 25 : .  . .1 2 Rq
X .  .Since ­ u r­ x g M 0, v see Remark 4 we can apply the Lemma also to1 1
 .the right-hand side of 25 getting
1 i`qs1 Äys A s y t s w s y 1 ds .  .  .  .ÃH 12p i yi`qs1
$ &1 i`q1ys2 1. 1. y1s y i l C q C s y 1 F xw s ds, 26 .  .  .  .H  /1 22p i yi`q1ys2
 .where s g 0, v .2
 .Let us notice that if we had made similar evaluations with respect to 4
X .  .as we did with respect to 21 then the inclusion u g M 1, 1 q v would1
not let us make use of the equations proved in the Lemma.
Moreover R s s 1 y s ) 0, and2
& ` `
y1 sy1F xw s s l dl exp yil x xw x dx .  .  .  .H H
0 y`
` ` yi sin l x l s 2sy1s 2 xw x dx l dl, .H H  5  5cos l x l s 10 0
p s¡ ¦yi sin
`2 1ys~ ¥s 2G s w x x dx .  .Hp s
0cos¢ §2
p s¡ ¦yi sin
2~ ¥s 2G s w s y 2 . 27 .  .  .Ãp s
cos¢ §2
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$ $
1. 1. 1. 1.w  .x .  . .Let us note that l C q C s y 1 s C q C s y 2 , then the1 2 1 2
 .  .right-hand side of 26 can be rewritten as follows s s s q 1 ,1
p s¡ ¦yi sin$1 i`q1ys 22 1. 1. ~ ¥y2 i C q C s y 2 G s w s y 2 ds .  .  .  .ÃH  /1 2 p s2p i yi`q1ys2 cos¢ §2
p s¡ ¦yi cos $1 i`ys 22 1. 1.~ ¥s y G s q 1 C q C s y 1 .  .H  /1 2p sp yi`ys2 ysin¢ §2
=
l s 2
w s y 1 ds, . .Ã  5l s 1
 .Now assuming that s s s s ys g yv, 0 we obtain1 2
1 i`qs Äys A s y t s .  .  . .H 12p i yi`qs
p s¡ ¦ycos$ 21. 1. ~ ¥y2G s q 1 C q C s y 1 .  . /1 2 p s
i sin¢ §2
l s 2
w s y 1 ds s 0, , 28 .  .Ã  5l s 1
whence, using the local summability of the functions, we arrive at
p s¡ ¦ycos $2 l s 21. 1.~ ¥ÄA s s t s y 2G s C q C s y 1 , . .  .  .  . /1 1 2  5p s l s 1
i sin¢ §2
29 .
 .Now we consider the second condition 4 ,
­ u ­ u0 1 :m , rw y q , rw s m , x w , 30 .R0 1 1 1q ;  ;r ­u ­ xus0 R 2 x s0q R2 q
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w g S where the symmetry of the problem is taken into account.3y l
Similarly as in the case of the first condition we obtain
p s¡ ¦i cos $q s q 1 m .Ä 21 1 1. 1.~ ¥B s s y 2 G s C y C s y 1 . 31 .  .  .  . /1 2p sm s m0 0 sin¢ §2
4. REDUCTION TO INTEGRAL EQUATIONS
 .In the result we have obtained the closed system of four equations 15 ,
 .  .  .  .17 or 18 , 29 , and 30 with respect to four unknown functions
 .  . 1. 1.A s , B s , C , C . For all of these equations yv - R s - 0 provided1 2
C 1. q C 1. g L1, a , b , a ) 1, b - 1 q v , 32 .1 2 l
p
`u g P yv , 0 R, L y q w , 0 . 33 .  .Ä0 0 / /2
 .  .  .We shall show that 32 together with 29 and any of two equations 17 or
 .  .  .  .18 leads to 33 . Thus from 32 , Remark 4 in the Appendix, and 29 it
 .  .  .results that A s g P yv, 0 . We determine B s from the corresponding
 .  . equation 17 or 18 . Then for the case II i.e., when the gradient is
.prescribed on the boundary of the notch
Q s y A s sin pr2 y w s .  .  .2 0
B s s . 34 .  .
cos pr2 y w s .0
 .  .The substitution of 34 into 12 leads, after some algebra, to
cos u q pr2 y w s 1 sin u s .0
u s, u s A s y q s q 1 .  .  .Ä Ä0 0cos pr2 y w s sm cos pr2 y w s .  .0 0 0
1 sin u s
q
sm cos pr2 y w s .0 0
=
pw ypr20 ÄW s q 2, w cos s w y w q dw .H 0 0 /20
1 cos s u q pr2 y w . u0 Äq W s q 2, w sin sw dw . 35 .  .H 0sm cos pr2 y w s . 00 0
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 .  .  .  .From 10 and 11 for A g P yv, 0 it results that also u ?, u gÄ0
 .P yv, 0 for any ypr2 q w F u F 0. In a similar way we can show the0
 .validity of 33 when on the boundary of the notch the function itself is
 .prescribed. Thus condition 32 is a defining one.
 .Now we derive the integral equation for Problem II, 2 . For the remain-
 .  .ing cases the procedure will be analogous. Eliminating A s , B s from the
system of equations we obtain
C 1. s H C 1. q F , 36 .1 n 2
$ sin w s01. 1. 2 1.ÃC q h C s y 1 q 1 y h C s y 1 .  . .2 0 1 0 1qD s .2
Q s .2q s 0, 37 .qD s G s .  .2
where
Dq s s h sin w s y sin p y w s. .  .2 0 0 0
 .It is evident that all the summands belong to the space P yv, 0 . Now we
 .rewrite 36 in the form
1 i`qs1 1. 1.Ã ÃC q h C s y 1 .H  /2 0 12p i yi`qs1
sin w s Q s .0 22 1.Ãq 1 y h C s y 1 q . .0 1q qD s D s G s .  .  .2 2
w s ds s 0, 38 .  .Ä
 .where s g yv, 0 , w g S . By the Lemma we obtain1 l
1 y h 2 sin w si`qs0 011. 1. 1.Ã :C q h C , w q C s y 1 w s ds .  .ÄR H2 0 1 1q q2p i D s .yi`qs 21
1 Q 1 y s .i`q1ys 21s y w 1 y s ds. 39 .  .ÃH q2p i D 1 y s G 1 y s .  .yi`q1ys 21
q y1 Äw  .x  .  .It is evident that sin w s D s w s s c s is likewise a Mellin trans-Ä0 2
 .  .form of a certain test trial function c g M yv, 0 . We obtain
 1. 1. : 2  1. :  :C q h C , w q 1 y h C , c s g , w . 40 . .R R R2 0 1 0 1q q q
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Here
1 sin w si`qs 01 ysc l s w s l ds .  .ÄH q2p i D s .yi`qs 21
1 Q 1 y s .i`q1ys 21 ysg l s l ds . H q2p i D 1 y s G 1 y s .  .yi`q1ys 21
1 Q s .i`qs 21 sy1s l ds.H q2p i D s G s .  .yi`qs 21
It still remains to make use of the proved summability of functions C 1.1
and C 1., and in the second term to interchange the order of integration.2
We obtain
`
1. 1. 2 1.C q h C l q 1 y h C j C l, j dj s g l , 41 .  .  .  .  . .  .H2 0 1 0 1
0
where
s1 l sin w si`qs 01
C l, j s ds. . H q /2p il j D s .yi`qs 21
 .  .Besides 36 we obtain from 41 an integral equation for either function
C 1. or the sum C 1. q C 1.. It coincides with the integral equation ob-2 1 2
w xtained in 4 except for the contour of integration in the integrals on the
right-hand side of equations. Similarly, in the spaces of the generalized
functions, the integral equations can be obtained and justified for the
 .  .  .  w xremaining cases I, 1 , I, 2 , and II, 1 compare 4 where the theorems on
the existence and uniqueness of the pertinent integral equations have been
.proved .
Remark 1. If we wish to find the solution of equations decreasing at
 w x.infinity and bounded at zero see 4 then the functions exist for which the
classical Fourier and Mellin transforms cannot be applied e.g., d-distribu-
.tions , then all the calculations presented here can be performed for a
 .  .shifted scale of spaces M yv, 0 ª M 0, g . The corresponding results of
w x4 hold true.
Remark 2. In cases when the form of functions W is known, thej
smoothness of the required solutions in the regions can be made more
precise. Let W s W r q W s where W r denotes regular elements from aj j j j
corresponding space of generalized functions while the W s are the ele-j
ments of the Dirac d-distribution type. Then the solution of the problem is
at least continuous everywhere except within the supports of W s.j
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5. EXAMPLES AND CONCLUSIONS
The effectiveness of the method will be presented on the case of
 .problem II, 2 discussed above. Since the physical interpretation is more
direct for the problems of the theory of heat conduction of solids we pass
to the usual notation by changing m to l , now u denotes the temperaturei i
with respect to the natural state.
The purpose of this example is threefold. The heat sources and sinks are
assumed to be placed on both sides of a thin layer, treated as an inclusion
or a screen, affecting the temperature distribution at the crack tip and
crack faces. The behaviour of the temperature at the crack tip is important
in determining geometrical and mechanical quantities. Second, the be-
haviour of the temperature distribution is considered in the whole solid
taking into account two different cases, namely, when the heat sources and
sinks are balanced within a small region surrounding the crack tip, and
when this is not the case, and to balance the heat there must exist a heat
 .source at a remote point say at the infinity . Therefore in the diagrams we
show both the asymptotic behaviour of the temperature distribution, and
in a zoomed scale its behaviour in the vicinity of the crack tip. Third, the
screening effects of the inclusion layer on the crack tip are investigated.
Let us consider a layered inclusion with coefficient of thermal conductiv-
ity l while the bulk of the solid has the coefficient l . We assume that1 0
within the region of the solid there exist concentrated heat sources placed
symmetrically with respect to axis 0 y, and that a known heat flux is given
 .on the crack faces see Fig. 2 . It is assumed that the total flux of heat can
be zero or nonzero. It is evident that such a problem cannot be solved
within the frames of the classical approach because of two reasons. First,
we deal with d distributions, and second, the solutions with nonzero total
FIG. 2. Geometry of the considered example.
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flux are unbounded at the infinity. The solutions of the problems with such
boundary conditions can be determined with the accuracy up to an
additive constant. The unique solution belonging to class LY U will satisfy
 .the additional condition that at the tip of the crack, u 0, 0 s 0. Then in
the case when the total flux of heat would be equal to zero the solution at
the infinity tends to a constant, otherwise it increases logarithmically. In
calculations we have assumed the following values of the parameters:
h s h s 1, Q s q4q, Q s y3q, while Q is either zero or yq or qq.1 2 0 1 2
On the crack faces the flux is prescribed by a step-wise distribution
 .f y s qq for 5 - x - 6 and zero outside the region. It is assumed that
the sum of the flux generated by all heat sources but Q is zero. The ratios2
l rl vary from 0.01 to 100. In Fig. 3 we have presented, in different0 1
scales, the diagrams of the temperature along the crack in the case of the
 .zero total flux of heat i.e., Q s 0 . It is evident that the curves tend to2
constant values with the increasing distance. The diagrams in Fig. 4
correspond to the case Q s yq, i.e., a sink, while in Fig. 5 to a source of2
heat qq. In the case when the values of sources and sinks balance, only
the solutions vanishing at the infinity have a physical meaning. Taking this
into account we select the corresponding constants in order to obtain such
solutions. This has been presented in the diagrams of Fig. 6. In the cases
Q s yq or Q s qq, though the solutions can be determined up to the2 2
value of an additive constant, it is not possible to obtain a solution
vanishing at the infinity. Nevertheless, for the sake of comparison, the
solutions are normed at zero by addition of the constants obtained for the
cases Q s 0. On the diagrams in Figs. 7 and 8 the normed temperature2
along the crack is presented for the cases Q s qq and Q s yq,2 2
respectively. For greater values of the ratio l rl we can observe the0 1
FIG. 3. Temperature distribution along the crack in the case when the total flux of heat is
 .balanced Q s 0 within a small region surrounding the crack tip and varying ratios l rl .2 0 1
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FIG. 4. Temperature distribution along the crack in the case when the total flux of heat is
 .not balanced Q s yq, there is a heat source at the infinity and varying ratios l rl .2 0 1
effect of ``screening'' of the heat sources placed in the layer on the
opposite side from the crack. The ``screening'' has a local character, and
for y ª ` the total sum of the sources plays again the essential role. In
the neighbourhood of the crack tip the amplitude of the change of the
temperature is proportional to the ratio l rl . With the distance from the0 1
crack tip, for greater values of y the situation is different. The asymptotic
behaviour at the infinity does not depend on the ratio l rl and l rl0 1 1 0
for the same values of l and l . From this fact a conclusion can be drawn0 1
that at a vicinity of the crack tip the temperature can be regulated by
changing the value of the ratio l rl .0 1
FIG. 5. Temperature distribution along the crack in the case when the total flux of heat is
 .not balanced Q s qq, there is a heat sink at the infinity and varying ratios l rl .2 0 1
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FIG. 6. The temperature distribution normed at the infinity along the crack in the case
 .when the total flux of heat is balanced Q s 0 and varying ratios l rl .2 0 1
The examples discussed above show that the method of solution pre-
w xsented in 4 can be extended to the problems in the spaces of the
generalized functions.
APPENDIX
w xLet us consider the following spaces of basic functions 1, 7, 8, 10 :
 .  .i Let D I denote a space of infinitely differentiable functionsk
on I, vanishing outside of a compact set K ; I. The topology in it can be
FIG. 7. The temperature distribution normed at the infinity along the crack in the case
 .when the total flux of heat is balanced Q s qq and varying ratios l rl .2 0 1
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FIG. 8. The temperature distribution normed at the infinity along the crack in the case
 .when the total flux of heat is balanced Q s yq and varying ratios l rl .2 0 1
w xintroduced by means of a countable family of semi-norms 10 ,
k .g w s sup w t , w g D I . 42 .  .  .  .k k
tgK
 4` `If K is a sequence of sets compact in I, K ; K , D K s Im ms1 m mq1 ms1 m
 . `  .then an even union D I s D D I is a space of finite, infinitelyms 1 K m
 .differentiable, function D s D R .
 .ii M denotes a space of ininitely differentiable functions on Ra, b q
w xwith the topology generated by the multinorm 10 ,
kq1 k .g w s sup r t t w t , 43 .  .  .  .a , b , k ya , yb
tgRq
t a , 0 - t - 1,
r t s 44 .  .a , b b t , t ) 1.
 4`  4`If a , b are two monotonic sequences such that a ª w , b ª zn ns1 n ns1 n q n y
 .  .w - z then M w, z is a countable union of all spaces M .a , bn n
 .iii S is the space of rapidly descending infinitely differentiable
functions on R with the topology determined by the family of semi-norms,
2 m k .g w s sup 1 q t w t . .  .  . 4m , k
tgR
X X X .By D , S , M w, z we shall understand the corresponding conjugate
 w x.spaces of generalized functions see 7, 8, 10 . Here also the following
spaces will be considered:
 .iv S , S ; S of even and odd spaces, respectively, of infinitely2 1
differentiable functions of rapid descent, with the topology induced by S .
S X, S X denote the corresponding dual, conjugate spaces. It is evident that2 1
spaces S , S X, and S , S X are isomorphic by their contraction on R .2 2 1 1 q
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 . p, a , b  .v L R is a Banach space of summable functions with theq
 . w xweight r t on R ; p is a power while the norm 4a , b q
py1
` dtp , a , b p p5 5 < <u s u r t . 45 .  .H a , b /t0
w . p, a , b  . XIt is evident that for all p g 1, ` , a , b g R, L R ; S .q l <Rq
p, a , b  . XLet us denote by L R ; S the corresponding continuations onl l
the entire axis. The Fourier transform of a generalized function g g S X is
w xdefined by the equation 2, 7
 :  :g , w s g , w , w g S , 46 .R R
where
`1
w l s F w x ; x ª l ' exp il x w x dx. 47 .  .  .  .  .H2p y`
The inverse Fourier transforms is defined as
`
y1w x s F w l ; l ª x ' exp yil x w l dl. 48 .  .  .  .  .H
y`
The derivatives are defined by the equations
k . k :  :g , w s g , w , 49 .R R
or
kk .g l s yil g l . 50 .  .  .  .
Moreover a generalized function g g S X can be represented in the form
dn
g x s F x , 51 .  .  . .ndx
 .where F x is a continuous function of slow growth.
The above results can be transferred, without any essential change, on
 . X Xcosine or sine Fourier transforms of the generalized functions S , S . It2 1
 .results from the properties of these transforms that derivatives 50 can
 .belong to S as well as to S . We can rewrite 49 in the form2 1
Xk . k k . k :  :g , x w s g , x w , w g S , g g S . 52 .R R l l
Finally, taking into account the isomorphism of the spaces S , and S on2 1
their contractions S , S all scalar products can be considered on2 < 1 <R Rq q
R .q
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X .Mellin transforms of the generalized functions f g M w, z can be
w xdefined 10 as
Ä sy1 :f s s M f s ' f , x , w - R s - z . 53 .  .  .  .Rq
In a particular case when f is a regular element we obtain
`
sy1Äf s s M f x ; x ª s ' f s x dx. 54 .  .  .  .H
0
 w x. X .  .The transform M compare 10 acts from M w, z into P w, z }the
space of the analytical functions in the strip w - R s - z where for any
 .  .a, b, w - a - b - z, and any F g P w, z such a polynomial p s p a, b, F
can be found that
< < < <F s F p s , a - R s - b. 55 .  .  .
w xThe inverse of the Mellin transform assumes the form 10
1 sqir ysf x s lim F s x ds, 56 .  .  .H2p irª` syir
when w - s - z and the limit is understood in the sense of the conver-
X Ã .  .gence in D R . In a similar way we define the transform f s sq
X Ã . .  .  .M f ys . If f g M w, z then f g P yz, yw .
X .LEMMA. Let w g S , w - 3 y l, f g M w, z , then the following identityl
 .holds true, for s g yv, 0 ,1
1 i`qs1 Ä :f , w s f s w s y 1 ds .  .ÃR Hq 2p i yi`qs1
1 i`q1ys1 Ãs f s y 1 w s ds. 57 .  .  .ÄH2p i yi`q1ys1
 .Proof. First of all we show that S ; M w, z for w - 3 y l, i.e., thatl
 :the functional f , w is well defined. To this purpose it is sufficient toRq
find e ) 0 such that S ; M . It is easy to notice that xy1 S s S ,l < wqe , zye 1 2Rq
therefore we consider the case l s 2 only
kq1 k .g w s sup r x x w x .  .  .wqe , zye , k ywye , eyz
xgRq
y1kq1 2 mF g w sup r x x 1 q x . 58 .  .  .  .m , k ywye , eyz
xgRq
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 .The last expression is bounded provided for a certain choice of m s m k
the following inequalities are satisfied yw y e q k q 1 G 0, e y z q k q
1 y 2m F 0. This is feasible for 0 - e - 1 y w. Q.E.D.
 .Let us take w g S . Since D R is dense in S there exists al q l <Rq 4`  . Xsequence c , c g D R convergent to w and for any g g S ,n ns1 n q l
 :  :g , w s lim g , c . 59 .R Rnq q
nª`
 . X . X  .Since S ; M w, z then M w, z ; S therefore 59 can be rewrit-l < l <R Rq qX .ten for f g M w, z in the form
 :  :f , w s lim f , c . 60 .R Rnq q
nª`
 .By means of 56 we obtain
1 irqs1 ysÄ :f , w s lim lim f s l ds, c . 61 .  .R H nq  ;2p inª` rª` yirqs R1 q
For any finite r the integral is convergent and represents a locally
 .summable function. Therefore a scalar product in D R can be replacedq
by an integral, and after interchanging the order of integration we obtain
`1 irqs1 ysÄ :f , w s lim lim f s c l dl ds. 62 .  .R H H nq 2p inª` rª` yirqs 01
 .The inner integral in 62 constitutes the image of the Mellin transform
Ã Ã .  .  .c s y 1 of function c g D R . Functions c s y 1 , along a straightn n q n
< <y1line parallel to the imaginary axis, descend faster than any power of s .
Consequently
1 i`qs1 Ä Ã :f , w s lim f s c s y 1 ds. 63 .  .  .R H nq 2p inª` yi`qs1
 .The same property can be proved easily also for functions w s y 1 , forÃ
w g S . Thus passing to the limit we obtainl
1 i`qs1 Ä :f , w s f s w s y 1 ds. 64 .  .  .ÃR Hq 2p i yi`qs1
Changing in the integral the variables s ª 1 y s we arrive at the asser-1
tion of the Lemma.
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X . X . XRemark 3. Let S M w, z be the space M w, z l S , w - 3 y l,l l <Rq
extended from R on R, in an appropriate way; thenq
X1, a , b 1, a , bH R ' F L R ; S M w , z 65 .  .  .  .l l l
X .;a ) 1 y z, b - 1 y w. Though the space S M w, z is ``richer'' withl
1, a , b  .respect to its structure, then the H R , the behaviour of the general-l
ized functions at zero and at infinity, for both the spaces, are the same.
Taking into account that the theory of singular integral equations has been
p, a , b  .constructed in spaces L R it is more convenient to make use of thel
 . 1, a , b  .classes of solutions 56 in the space H R instead of the more logicall
X .space S M w, z .l
1, a , b  . X .Remark 4. It is easy to prove that L R ; M a , b . In fact, let usl
consider a functional
 : 1, a , bg , w , w g M a , b , g g L . 66 .  .R lq
Taking into account that g is a regular element, we obtain
` `
 : < < < <g , w s g x w x dx F g x ? w x dx .  .  .  .R H Hq
0 0
` dx
< < < <s x w x r x ? r x g x .  .  .  .H ya , yb a , b 5x0
` dx
< < < <F sup x w x r x ? r x g x . 67 .  .  .  .  . 4 Hya , yb a , b x0xgRq
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